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Migrating Bodies
Onyeka Igwe

In my life, there have been several names for what it is
that I do or have done or what it is that I am.
The names for the category of personhood that I
have advocated for, shown solidarity with and am has
constantly changed at the pleasure of an uncaptive
audience.
I wanted to collapse all of this and erase the rigidity of
our language - a language that creates hierarchies of
worth through naming.

first of its kind specimen was killed, captured, classified
and transported by British Ornithologist A.G. Bennett
in 1922.
This kelp gull has moved from archive to archive,
finally arriving at the Royal Ontario Museum at the
bequest of the estate J.H. Fleming, a collector of over
32,000 specimens.
This kelp gull lies in stasis, unable to spread its wings to
full width and unseen due to its first of its kind status.

I wanted to distill all of the noise into one simple idea
– movement.

This kelp gull is marked through ownership by the several
paper tags tied to its feet naming it, in a refined cursive.

For me, that is the centrality of it all. When I close my
eyes, all I want to do is move. I am one of those people
that need to regularly dance, I need to know my body
materially and this knowledge only comes from the
flex and restraint of my bones, my limbs, my muscles
in vibration. I feel most vital after exhaustion when
every movement I make is painful, a reminder that my
fibres have torn and are in the process of a repair that
brings new strength.

This kelp gull is a transnational body, claimed and named,
by a practice that conjoined the ownership of territory
and fauna as a form of demarcating colonial space.

I came to an essence in order to advocate for a
borderless world. A world without borders requires
a leap in the Western imagination or, a decolonial
collective remembering.
I see borders in the fences that gird our former commonly
held parkland, in signs that tell us where to go, in the
categories of personhood that are bestowed on our
bodies and reproduced by social organisation, in the red
dust roads that recall The great scramble for Africa.
I see borders in the drawers in the Ornithology
department at the Royal Ontario Museum. Where
behind combination lock lie birds stuffed and preserved.
Birds like the Larus Dominicanus Austrinus or
Antartic Kelp Gull.
This Kelp Gull, a migratory colonial nesting bird,
indigenous to the Deception Islands in Antarctica. A

I see borders in the classification of Fallopia japonica
as an invasive species.
Fallopia japonica or Japanese knotweed has been
rendered illegal due to the extent of its movement.
Japanese knotweed is a perennial, native to Japan,
Korea and China.
Japanese knotweed was cut, named and smuggled out
of Japan in specimen form by German botanist Philipp
Franz Balthasar von Siebold. His work as a military
physician for the Dutch Empire facilitated his travel
and residence in Japan.
Japanese knotweed is amongst some 12,000 specimens
von Siebold exported without permission. They were
first housed in a small museum in Leiden, Holland,
which eventually became the National Museum of
Ethnology.
Japanese knotweed, in original specimen form resides
in the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew where it was
added to the collection in 1850.
Japanese Knotweed now grows across Europe, North
America and New Zealand and can all be traced back
to the single female plant collected by von Siebold.

Japanese knotweed looks like bamboo and grows
illustriously. It is accused of crowding out native
species. There is not a 1,500-hectare patch of ground
in the UK that does not contain the plant.

Biafra, an imaginative that can’t be mapped and no
longer has borders but from which oil still flows.

Japanese knotweed is the scourge of British gardeners;
the cost of its removal has amassed to 3 billion pounds,
most notably in the eradication necessary to build the
London 2012 Olympic velodrome and aquatic centre.

At the beginning of the year, when I first moved to
Canada, a migration expedited by colonial history and
enacted by this Biafran cum British body in a messy
tautology, I would walk around the city and experience
the ways in which this land, new to me, was changing
and moving my bod. I would listen to this song and
sing at the top of my lungs:

Japanese knotweed grew furiously in the small strip of
unclaimed land between a set of old piano warehouses,
that I once called my home, and a shopping centre in
North East London. I spent summers pulling it out of
the ground and burning it atop bonfires.
I see borders in the procession of lead-out motorbikes
followed by armoured cars protecting the CEOs
and CFOs of the various international oil and gas
companies that slow my travel on the roads of would
be Biafra.
Biafra, the oil rich southeastern region of Nigeria
that only existed from 1967 to 1970. Oil, a substance
birthed from movement at non-human pace.
Biafra, whose mineral wealth was named, categorised
and transported globally from 1956 by Shell-British
Petroleum.
Biafra where my parents were born, as colonial
subjects, in a rural community called, Arondizuogu.
Biafra, whose attempted secession caused a civil war,
a war fought on the basis of its mineral wealth, for if
Biafra became independent Nigeria’s oil production
would have been cut in half.
Biafra starved into submission from the combined
forces of the Nigerian government and its British
backers.
Biafra where skeletal pot bellied children became
markers of global concern, tragedy and aid on
televisions across the globe.

I wanted to tell you a fable.

The atoms are dancing.

The New Flesh

Nine Eglantine Yamamoto-Masson
We are the New Flesh
carved from the old
we are yr mutations
yr phenotype clash
our bodies be vessels
stains on yr purity
opaque and spilling
clear blood soiling
always neither/nor
genes pulse dusk dawn
tangled merged and fused
we walk through walls
haunt u from yr future
my flesh is the border
by design or by force
yr edges we smudge them
yr fantasy nations
yr borders of charcoal
the legions of old
we are the frontier
the margin is us
yr history tore through my flesh
yr yesterday bore through my mesh
our tongues more and more gash
for names that gore at me less.

Tired Women

Kc Itohan

On Friday I met a woman twice my age who told me
she was tired of marching. I thought to myself "no
way me too," and half smiled. She apologized and
said that her generation didn't leave us with much to
work with except, Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton. A
pair of uncle toms and counter-revolutionaries. The
woman twice my age went on to express sympathy
for Obama, according to her, his hands are tied. She
mentioned something about body cameras but by then
I stopped listening. Obama certainly has his hands tied
deporting people, deploying drones, and decimating
populations. That makes three counter-revolutionaries
and uncle toms in one conversation.
Brandon Tate Brown is dead, murdered by the
Philadelphia police, and we are waiting to march.
During the march some man kept leading the chant,
"No justice, no peace! No racist police!" At this point I
wondered how people can believe that "no racist police"
is an answer when Philadelphia Police Department is
swelling with Black cops who kill, beat, and intimidate
Black people, poor people, and queer people every
single day. Later it was my turn to speak and the same
man who likes cops who aren't racist whispered to me
"I know you're up next, but is it cool if say something
for two minutes real quick before you?" I said, "No, I'm
next,” and began reading every name from the pages of
Black Women Matter into the megaphone.
Sophia King, age 23.
Yvette Smith, age 47.
Shelly Frey, age 27.
Pearlie Golden, age 93.
Tarika Wilson, age 26.
Rekia Boyd, age 22.
Aiyana Stanley-Jones, age 7.
Adaisha Miller, age 24.
Shereese Francis, age 30.
Shulena S. Weldon, age 36.
Tyisha Miller, age 19.

Only a few of the reported black girls and women
murdered by police and vigilantes. I dare you to read
their names aloud.
The other day I saw Ava DuVernay's Selma, depictions
women as props to look pretty, prepare food, be beaten,
and publicly murdered. I sobbed in the theater and felt
tired after one hour. Watching people march is almost
as tiring as marching in real life. At one point Lydon B.
Johnson said "JUST LET THE NIGGERS VOTE!" That
summed up the entire movie.
I laugh out loud when people tell me how hard my
ancestors worked to earn their vote, in an effort to
shame me for not performing some empty task. Let's
vote away a system of oppression using the same
system built to oppress. Voting must do something.
Just let the niggers vote!
Instead, I pray to women who fought, asking to be brave
like them. Harriet Tubman who embodied ‘fuck the
police,’ when she took up her rifle and lead countless
Black people to freedom, evading slave catchers (aka
police and vigilantes) through her Underground
Railroad. Yaa Asantewa who, in 1900, embodied ‘hands
up, fight back,’ when she led an Asante insurrection
against British colonizers in Ghana. Ida Howard who
in 1891-Philadelphia, embodied ‘no justice, no peace,’
when she stabbed a man to death for disrespecting her
in public.
These women too, were tired.

Kc Itohan “Untitled,” Elegushi Beach, Lagos, Nigeria. June 2014.

Seasonal Affective Disorder

Kc Itohan

S.A.D. came earlier than most years. Killing season
is year-round, it doesn’t wait for crisp mornings and
bitter afternoons, or nightfall at 4pm. Sad came with a
crushing weight of blackness. The weight of dead bodies
piling up, weeping oceans, causing waves to make you
seasick. Your eyes burn with rage from so much crying.
You’re tired of shouting at protests because it makes you
feel lightheaded. Like you can’t breathe.
You spend most days sleeping because your dreams,
and your friends’ dreams are better than this reality.
The other day your friend told you that she dreamt
you shared space on a communist compound together
where the two of you gathered herbs, cared for pregnant
people and babies.
When you’re conscious, you read about another reality,
cities away from you, where police cars burn and rage
is unapologetic.
You reflect on the number of assaults against your
young body, and only count the ones you’ve endured as
an adult. Well, you try to count the ones you remember,
but you become angry because there have been so
many. Some of them you’ve forgotten. They came from
police, supervisors, acquaintances, ‘friends,’ strangers,
and even ‘comrades.’ You’re reminded that your body,
your life, does not matter to many people at all. Still, it is
amazing that you are alive.

Kc Itohan “Imminent,” Elmina, Central Region, Ghana. July 2014

Your rage simmers during the commute to class, riding
in the same subway car as a police officer and his canine.
Knowing that at any moment, for any reason you could
be shot, beaten, or mauled to death. Once you’ve bled
out, you do not want to be mocked by a peaceful protest
or a candle light vigil or an interim hashtag. You hope
your lovers will avenge your death. You think maybe,
just maybe, that will be when. You remind yourself to be
realistic. Then you think about Chris Dorner and sadly
chuckle to yourself.

While in class you’re struggling to understand how
a classmate’s boring thesis project on the French
Revolution is relevant to any single living, breathing
body. You zone out until the end of their presentation
and ask condescending questions, because you’re
learning how to be an ‘historian.’ Too many historians
ignore their present historical moment; you don’t want
to do that. When you write you relate the historical
problem to the present moment, the current global
crisis of capitalism. Your classmates don’t get it, so
instead they give you superficial feedback about italics,
comas, and capitalization. “Your work is good, but you
keep doing this thing where you capitalize the word
‘Black’ each time you use it.” Advising professors are
impressed, call you smart and sophisticated, tell you to
apply to grad school, but remind you to be realistic about
your project. They say, “It’s going to be very difficult to
find primary sources. How will you pull this off?” You
think to yourself “my body is a primary source.” But
instead you smirk and say “thanks for the advice.”
You hope The Revolution™ comes soon so that you don’t
have to sit through anymore mind numbing classes
with instructors who like to hear themselves speak,
and classmates who think your existence is not worthy
of a proper noun recognition. You try to find solace in
the fact that it’s your last year of school. But even then,
you are reminded of student loan repayment, finding
a job, navigating your way through capitalism alone.
You’re angry again. You’ve read about a reality only an
ocean away where student debt is destroyed. Leaving
campus you see posters about a missing student, he
doesn’t look familiar. You’ve read about a reality just
south, beyond the militarized ‘borders’ where students
rioted and burned administrative buildings when 43
of their classmates went missing.
By the time you get home it’s 5pm, dark, you are sad
and exhausted.

How French Rap Learned to Embrace
Its African Heritage Christelle Oyiri-K
I have always envied the way Jamaican heritage helped
to shape music in London and the fact that pirate radio
stations, toasting, sound systems are all claimed as a
part of the Black British experience. The development
of their own sound in the margins of Rap or House
music - whether it’s 2-Step/Garage or Grime - gave
birth to a real culture with codes and gatekeepers,
tradition and renewal. But I failed to find the same
excitement about the music Black youth in France
were producing.
The only time this kind of syncretism echoed within
our music scene was with Logobi in 2009-2011 : “A
n encounter between Côte d’Ivoire musical legacy
and the high-speed electro and transe french youth
was dancing to with the Tecktonik Movement »as I
explained in this installation (
http://newhive.com/
ckontinuum).Unfortunately, it seems like 
Logobi
was just an ephemeral outburst. Although the
Logobi movement was stigmatized, Logobi definitely
provoked aposteriori anecessary conversation about
French club music identity. A topic explored by a
think-tank curated in the Dailymotion studio by
Sound Pellegrino bosses Teki Latex and DJ Orgasmic.
Attended by a dozen of young DJ’s and producers
(including myself), we talked about our obsession for
a dancefloor-ready mantra but also tackled the subject
of french music as an entity failing to include the
immigrant contributions. Not only in club music but
in Rap also.
Even though rap was pioneered in the States, France
has been a close, unheralded second since the early
80s. In 1984, a show called H.I.P.H.O.P aired on TV
every sunday in France way before Yo! MTV Raps.

French rap found his identity through american rap
mimicry and french littérature. Oscillating between
these aspects, sometimes in a very artificial way. One
rapper would only proved artistry when his verbal
prowesses mirrored white artists. While the other
rapper emulates american “hood rich” aesthetics and
gangsta ethos. Of course the dichotomy might seem
a little clumsy as in between these two extremes fits
somehow rappers like Booba who created a lane of his
own. Indeed, he borrows from slang verbal sparring
and pro-capitalist revenge (flexing and stunting) while
adding an anti-colonialist component to his raps : “B
lack stallions into german engines, my rage is colonial”.
Despite the fact that blackness is dealt with in french
rap it would be erroneous to reduce it to colonialism.
Moreover, the polarity between respectable rap and
dangerous rap constructed by mainstream media always
seemed to downplay the genre itself. Even with rappers
who actually transcended this duality, rhythms and
musicality was never discussed, the layers of identities
was never addressed. Music was never really the subject.
French rap was simply enough seen as this successful
yet questionable monolith, coming from angry and
one-dimensional people.
French rap had trouble grasping its african side
besides north african lingo. Maybe because of the
views regarding immigration integration and policy.
Most importantly, what we called in France, « le p
acte républicain »was always about embracing french
culture blindly and sloughing cultural specificities. This
idea of nationhood was theorized by Ernest Renan in
What is A Nation ? (1882), a crucial essay to understand
the foundation of French Republic. Renan talks about

« c
ollective identity »
. He praises the eighteenth
century for the restoration of the pure identity of man,
one which was free from misconceptions, cultural and
social variances. A conception France has adopted
and clearly distorted. Instead of leading to acceptance,
this way of thinking led to rejection and frustrations
coming from immigrants children. In such context,
how french rap - and music - could have assert its
africanity and its difference.

the English word seven, and means “ seventh chord “
in the Congolese musical jargon. It marks the change
of pace characterizing Congolese rumba. It’s a rather
long instrumental break during which the guitarist
goes in front of the stage and plays a swinging solo to
encourage the crowd to dance. Dancers or individuals
execute a choreography.

But 2015 definitely shifted the French Rap scene. A
new Rap school «Mwana Poto » (i.e : europeans from
the Congolese immigration) with Gradur and Niska
as leaders took over with aesthetics and dance moves
inspired by « Ndombolo »(a popular genre pioneered
by Koffi Olomide in the 90s) mixed with the « drill »
sound of Chicago. They called themselves « Niama »or
« Sheguey »(rude boy, child of the streets in congolese).

Papa Wemba, Koffi Olomidé, Kester Emeneya, Madilu
System are the ones who pioneered the genre. They
were later joined by the new generation : JB Mpiana,
Werrason, Fally Ipupa and many others. Music being
an important part of Congolese lifestyle, the new
generation of rappers from the Congolese diaspora
grew up to this sound. Played at family gatherings, a lot
of french afro-descendants are familiar with Congolese
music whether they are African or Caribbean. In the
late 90’s, a first wave of french rappers of Congolese
descent made an attempt to connect with their
background. Bisso Na Bisso (i.e « Between us ») was
a collective led by Passi with Mystik, Arsenik, 2 Bal 2
Nèg, they brought a sound shaped by the folklore of
their roots, which is also the name of their first (and
only project) called « Racines » (« Roots »).

www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBNDcFhaTCo
Even mainstream Rap artists like Youssoupha or
Maître Gims, both sons of famously known Congolese
artists like Tabu Ley Rochereau and Djanana Djuna
from the band Viva La Musica, paid tribute to their
cultural duality.
Post-Independance days were unstable and gloomy
but also allowed African countries especially Congo to
get back to music, the best medicine against negativity
and economical decay. From Rumba (inspired by 40s
Cuban Rumba) to Soukous in Congo, the African scene
saw a new key figure emerge: The Atalaku (DJ) who
animates long musical breaks referred to as « Sébéne »
. The word « Sébène »comes from the deformation of

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbobdR2w_6U

www.youtube.com/watch?v=My9gIUymw3c
Also thinking about the music of North Africa,
legendary french rap band 113 paid homage to member
Rim-K’s native Algeria, with their massive hit « Tonton
du Bled »with producer DJ Mehdi incorporating
oriental samples. But all these songs were always made
in a nostalgic way with a hint of humor, rappers from

African immigrants celebrate their history and culture
but they failed to include that African music is in the
same temporality as they are.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=7oNyW-Mgexg
In this sense, west african (very much contemporary)
music played an interesting part in the revolution
french rap is currently facing. With the international
success of rappers like Wizkid or Sarkodie, the ghanian
and nigerian « Afrobeat » sound took french rap by
storm, upcoming rapper MHD surely took some notes
and came on the scene with his five-parts song called
« Afro-trap » mixing ego-trip lyrics and azonto and
coupé décalé beats. His videos are already viral.
2015 was also the year for crossover hits like « Coller
La Petite »by cameroonian Franko, « Sapés comme
Jamais »by Maître Gims and Niska, or « Barbie
Girl (remix) » by DJ Lycox and « Look Like You remix
» By DJ Tjaey. Makossa, Kuduro, Afrohouse rhythms
infiltrated all the DJ sets and playlists whether you
were at a rap party, a club music night or an african/
caribbean venue.

The common feature of these artists is their ability
to embrace their « africanity ». They are claiming an
identity and its complexity beyond nostalgia or the
traditional ancestors commemoration. French rap
reasserts its position as the voice of our generation.
The voice of a youth who don’t want to take part
in the endless and unproductive debate between
multiculturalism and communitarianism.

The Last Question
Nkisi

The last question?
Magic? Or hallucinations?
Life? Or death?
Today after the rain stopped,
she who loved silence
stood on the sideline.
in a system which has no meaning
policed bodies,
dream of bliss in experimental situations with neither
obligations or prohibitions,
where nothing is foreseeably predictable.
A situation of anarchy and freedom.
Deprivation of logic, unpredictable data.
The apathy of outdated processes/rules/predictions,
enforced by admin//bureaucracy of the received paradigm in heritage
and false consciousness of western centric class culture.
symbolic performance.
A symbolic economy of civility and civilization,
which affirms the division us and others. Fabricated
to ignore data that is not “significant”, while emphasising on the data which is most “influential” for the
system.
The gathering and extraction of content.
data/opinion mining.
sentient technology system
artificial neural network
(surplus) value created by exploitation of labour
forces and its realization or reconversion in a product
of consumption/of desire/…
it is no fantasy, it is capitalism itself.
extreme form of anguish is part of everyday life,
anguish is a product of the present
a chronic anachronism
that confirms the delusion ( mine, or yours? )
that something is distorted.
that we are/ i am not free.
But the world as it presents itself keeps changing.

Jasmine Gibson
Lessons on starvation

Nothing left to say

Your mother will compliment your figure
As psychosis pokes through the hips
‘A historical materialist analysis of generational starvation: a comedy’
Walk over to the lamp post and call out his name
Paris streets stank of barbecue and empty roosts
Brown bodies learn to float in all bodies of water
on coasts of the new and old world
Its called modernity
and the end of everything post-post.

There are definite tasks
Behind all that earth, behind all that cement
that lines prison and school yards
Where does God lie
When I cannot touch you?

Do people really believe they have better things to do
than struggle?
Lovers can whisper about imperialism, if you want
them to
You can scream in the light, if you need to
We lie about our youth, just feel out flashbacks and
trauma.
God is blessing all those that feel negritude the most.
Doing the most.
Inshallah.
To die totally alone in our rooms
As the rub of subway doors hits along the seam of
your jacket
Threatening “to open up”
Let it
Sniff into the glass and smell the poison
Drink deep
Condos and psych hospitals side by side so that you
may find your way
Baby boy’s mind shattered in the brothels of Puebla
Border Indian casinos for white anxieties

I could count on a child’s hand the months and years
that it takes to amount to hegel’s infinity
It is an equation with no answer and no future
Is it suppose to feel like this?
Am I supposed to be like this?
Queen of aches
I won’t be here forever, especially once I delete this
account
Why call it social media? Can’t you call it what it is
like:
Wasteland, and other space and other blank spaces
like
“That really hurt_____, I didn’t want it that way
but you made me. _______, you already knew about
me, baby.”
And who knew God could sneak into those tiny
spaces.
I tried to find you in the picture of hanging flowers
Feeling hard up and frustration sticking you in the
side like Brutus’s dagger
But I was Julius crying for to come back or at least
take me with you
I keep telling you it’s not your fault, it’s not my fault
It’s no one’s fault
And it’s all our blame
And the historical process of
Marcus Garvey park jutting into me like a monolith

Fall apart
Is this place old or was it built this way
Flying through some unknown desert
In steel metal cages
Imagining what lies beneath the hard plastic lining
It’s a fear
Bouncing and rattling against unknown modules and
cheap plywood where the sound of debt creeps in
We all know that drought is coming
water has gotten bored with immortality
I dreamt of you last night
It was about cleaning up a scene that no one would
know about
How to carefully gather clothes from the floor without dropping a used condom in front of your wife
Children
These are manic dreams
It no longer has meaning
I looked for an address but it was a new development
plaster and silicon and holy brickless vessel
can’t you feel the divinity?
As if another emotion has never touched your soul in
this way before
I’m sure there is a German word for it.
Pigeons live without names
But so do primary partners which another way
to describe basic things like colors
Summer necrosis on polyester car seats
Fall in upstate New York
I tried to cry and nothing came out
I cried when I came instead
It’s nothing to cumming, whilst the lord is by your
side
And I can’t because it doesn’t work that
way
I’ve tried you find you in the reflection of a puddle
In the ripped cartridges of American yellow spirits
In the pickling of my liver
None of those things were your style

In a bed of blood, hate and desperation we found love
in a state of insecurity
I’ve counted weeks and days and lost years dating
back to: 24.
Or the coloring dye twenty3
Facsimile walls can’t hold these wails
Your hand couldn’t find mine in the twilight of aging
youth.
We all ache for the desert at some point, don’t we?
Only to laughed at by two or three gods out in these
streets.
We all want to open up our veins and dry slowly
sooner or later, Claro?
Of course. Of course, you know what I’ve done
and how my hands tighten around your neck.
Gift wrapping paper on fire and bloated bellies over
dim sum,
would now know too.

Midnight blue
Can you make out my eyes
Underneath light
Unspoken words
In Spanish and English
“He’ll teach you”
Of unknown lands and all the lands where lonely
grandmothers forget betrothed ones
And animal like men
There’s a better metaphor but I can’t remember

My name is_____
Now we must all name our daughters ‘Dolor’
To remember the fist sized hate that attached itself to
our wombs
And did not let go

Days on fire

Old lovers, bad advice

Screaming in institutions that have no bearing
We can lie and say the prison is obsolete
but then how will we light it on fire in the present
moment?

I tell you am amazed at how black don’t crack
You tell me this internalized
Can you see Ian trying to fall in love?
3, 2 , 4 can you count those keys?

Aches of finitude
Ancient pyramids and locked, twisted fingers
We should all be so lucky
The dying of bees
And traveling, if we must
Alone

When I hear your accent, it reminds me of how many
people we are willing to kill for citizenship
The prodigal son becomes God
You can find me on those ships
I am trying to find my father in the guitarist at the
show
Who could ever deny
I want those uncontrollable things
Like bass players trying to find God in Cumbia
There is nothing to be offered but the empty rooms at
your shows
Where the future has nothing but the expansiveness
of failure and the intimacy it holds
Record don’t sell anymore but kidneys in India do

Death all out and breathing
Trying to find the stranger in the cum, the pain, the
shit of another man
But all I’ve gotten were paper cuts
Only to wake
Hoping there’s an after and then
at least there are dreams
If we fall on hard cement
I woke trying to draw your face
And I came
Didn’t your mama tell you not to put dirty things into
your mouth?
And still I fell into you
You dabble in tourism
I tried putting into the search engine the name of the
woman that haunted me
But then I remembered we’re now out of both of each
other’s lives
Watching my lamp shade bloat
Foolishly thinking the warmth would never leave my
bones
I saw a stain on the ground that looked like Lazarus
and a donkey
Brick the same, so that you always may know where
you are
We’ll burn these streets
Playing for keeps

Ollera
Nico

Ollera bore six children from Odin after he turned into a calf and
impregnated her in a field of posies: (His father would put up both
hands for this to show him how to count.) Nightmare, Hummingbird,
Amazoness, Man of Tomorrow, Green Bullet, and Enigma. They fought
to protect the city of Metro and stopped demons such as Batwing and
Cascade. However, Ollera lost faith in mankind after the betrayal of
Amazoness by Man of Tomorrow and vowed to never give man powers
again. Enigma took this knowledge and wrote the first book, Mason
Comics #27, and hid it underground hoping that someday man would
repent for the original sin of betrayal. It was found years ago during an
excavation of a dwelling in a city that was previously known as Saran and
had been studied by monks and priests ever since.
Mark rode the bus through the city thinking about
Laura. Laura, with the creamy cappuccino eyes and
a laugh that made him feel as if he was as fast as
Hummingbird and could leap over buildings like Man
of Tomorrow. They’d known one another since they
were children attending religious studies and it was
only out of liquid courage at the party last weekend that
he was able to ask her to lunch at the city square. She
was taller than him, thinner than him, and generally a
hell of a lot less socially awkward. At five-foot seven,
he never felt as if he could look her in the eyes and tell
her he loved her without feeling as if he wasn’t going to
be enough for her. I g uess I could stare at her chest, h
e
thought. He made a mental note to not do that when
they met up. His mind drifted and he began to think of
her breasts, but a bump in the road reminded him of
where he was and he shifted in his seat. Daydreaming
was a bad habit of his that he’d been trying to break
and as of late it had gotten particularly worse. Women
were something of a mystery to him, and he’d never
had trouble going on dates with anyone else. Love
previously came to him easily. His father even said that
Ollera had blessed him with the gift of romance. But
all he wanted was Laura. He began to think of putting
his hands on her hips when the bus reached the city
square with a sudden halt and the woman who had
been snoring across from him woke up with a shudder.
Mark walked through the city square avoiding the
preachers and general insane people who seemed to
dart out from behind every corner. WOE BE UNTO

US , CRISIS IS COMING, HAVE YOU REPENTED?
and WE WILL FLY AGAIN were painted garishly on
the large cardboard signs. Their mouths were open
wide and the messages broke past their teeth like the
turnstiles at backwoods country fairs.
“Repent for your sins and we will go back to the days
of yore! We’re been forgotten by the gods of old and
turned into men of soft bodies and minds! How is it
that we do not fly, do not disappear, cannot leap over
buildings! It is your unrepentant soul, your cruel heart,
your unwillingness to devote your being to Ollera and
to know the true gods!”
I can’t deal with this today, thought Mark. I’m not
even sure why mall security let’s them stand near the
entrance and do this. I don’t like being yelled at, I’m sure
nobody else does either. He hoped they weren’t near the
food court. Talking to Laura over evangelists was not
something he planned for. Already, the conversation
that he had mapped out in his head fell to pieces
whenever he realized he was actually going to be sitting
across from her and would be looking in her eyes not
as his neighborhood friend, but potentially as a lover.
But she was very religious, so maybe they could talk
about that. Yeah, he thought. We’ll talk about that.
He’d gone to religious studies every day from the time
that he could stand until he was 15 and decided he’d
had enough of it. It wasn’t that he thought he was full
of sin, but the overwhelming feeling of desperation

and a desire to try to understand why he had been
forgotten made him cold to the world of Ollera. He’d
bring it up for Laura though, even though it was as
pedestrian as talking about the weather. Anything to
hear her voice. Everyone knew the story. Every major
play and film had it’s Olleran undertones and it was
almost overwhelming how many soap operas and
basic television shows borrowed their plots out of
stories from the Book. He thought of his father telling
him the story before bed when he was a child as he
rode up the escalator and hoped that he remembered
as many details as he thought he had.
Mark remembered how he would curl up to his father
at the next part and pray for his mother. He actually
believed that all of this would help somehow. “Should
Man face his sins,” his father would say, “and repent for
them everyday and pray to Ollera at one of the hundreds
of Jedi Publishing churches midweek, when the day of
Crisis comes, Man would be restored to the Glory that
they once had.” His mother passed in the Spring, the
cancer had gotten to her lungs. That’s when he stopped
believing. How could Ollera have been so generous in
the past, allowed man to fly, teleport, and read minds,
but allowed his mother to die? It’s not as if Mark believed
that he was a bad person, no. He felt he didn’t deserve to
be so...ordinary.
He checked the global directory on his communicator
for holes in the story. It had been several years since
he went to school and he wanted to impress Laura by
finding the most minute details and talking at length
about them. She always told him that for wanting to be
a priest when he was younger, he was pretty ill versed
in the Word. And then she would smile. He would
give up everything in the known universe to live in
that smile, the breathe it, to lay with it and to hold it
as his own. When she agreed to lunch, she did that
same smile and his heart broke because he felt nothing
would be able to make him as happy as he was in that
moment.
He could smell the food court from a mile away. The
sticky-sweet stench of sugar-coated chicken, layered on
a bed of days-old french fries and stale pizza, topped
with a basalmic reduction of fried pork grease and
spoiled tomatoes. He hoped she didn’t want anything
too expensive. The last girl he mistakenly took out to

eat bought some strange Pan-Asian cuisine that cost
him $120, ate the meal, then told him at the end that
he was too short for her. “It’s not you, it really isn’t.
Well, I mean, yeah it isyou, but I mean. Genetics right?
Sorry. Anyway, thanks for lunch.” He hid in his house
for a week and used up all of his sick days at once over
that.
He turned the corner next to the pizza shop and there
she sat in the distance, fiddling with her communicator,
with one hand in her hair the other tapping furiously
on the little blue screen. His legs turned to cement,
and then to jelly, and then became an amorphous
blob. Mark ducked back behind the corner and tried
to gather his thoughts. He breathed deeply, thought
about how he would say hello: Hi! Hey! What’s up!
I love you! How are you doing? H
 e even prayed to
Ollera to give him a forcefield capable of withstanding
rejection should that happen. But no, he thought. I can
do this. M
 ark turned the corner and called her name.
She turned and began to speak and it was as if she
moved in slow motion.
“Hey! Can you help me with this? I’m trying to figure
out how to put inspirational quotes of the day on my
home screen, but I can’t figure it out.”
Mark came to his senses and answered, “Sure, yeah.”
He sat across from her and had trouble trying to focus
on two activities at once: staring at the “O” symbol
dangling on the necklace between her breasts and
trying to find the right application that would show
her the daily scripture that would keep her smiling for
him. “Here, just make sure your phone is on when it
decides to update.”
“Man, thanks. I can never figure this shit out. Hey!
What did you want to talk to me about? Actually, let’s
get food first. I haven’t eaten since I got off of work and
all I’ve been thinking about is pork sandwiches. Do
they even sell those here? Maybe we should leave and
go to Johnny O’s. I have my car, so I can drive. Mark?
Mark, hello? Are you listening to me? What’s wrong?”
Mark tumbled into her mouth, was swallowed by her
words, and thought his soul might escape him entirely
should he decide to speak. He blinked at her and
touched the back of her hand.

“Mark.”

***

“Um. Yeah. I’m, I don’t know. I’m not hungry. I mean, I
guess I’m kind of hungry. Like...I needed to talk to you
about something.”

Mark rode the entire bus ride back with his face
in his hands. Maybe if I went back to church,
she’d love me, he thought. His soul ached and he
felt as if he could fall apart at any moment. Th is is
desperation, this is the bottom. He got off at the
Jedi Publishing stop, took off his hat, and stepped
inside the building.

Laura stared back at him in a way that made his legs
go numb and his body go cold. He was already filled
with regret.
“I. I...The other day at the party, I asked you out to eat.
But this is different than the other times that we ate
together. I feel like I’ve known you forever and can
tell you everything. When I see you, I can’t even think
anymore. I feel like I’ve made the wrong decisions and
I regret not ever telling you that I wanted to be with
you. I care about you, like, I really, really care about
you. And I know this is a lot to tell you now. Maybe
I should have told you after you ate, but when I think
about--”
Mark looked up and Laura looked away. She glanced up
at him, then back down. She just stared at her hands and
shifted uncomfortably. The amount of time that passed
felt like an eternity. The world seemed to stop and Mark
thought he might die if she didn’t speak.
“Laura...”
“Mark, I...” She looked at him and looked back down
at her hands. “I’m going to become a Nun. You know
that. I...” She sighed. Mark’s face turned red and he felt
his face get hot. “Mark, I have to go.”
In the distance, somewhere between the shoe store
and a factory outlet, a preacher screamed, “You are
nothing! This is the fault of none but ourselves! And
how could She think us worthy? We are nothing
before Her but flies before fruits, we are pests, and
only through seeing our own faults may we become
something else entirely!”

Compiled by Ei Jane

Draw out the salt in me

They Need to Learn

Draw out the salt in me
I beg every moment to do this.
draw from the journey buried.
bring me to myself
delivered a fresh, rooted
in moments of feeling.
Plunder my seas bring up the drowned tales.

You are wondering what to do. How to move on
without hurting them, without being bitter about
the times and times and times they hurt you. Where
silence used to be your tool, your coping mechanism,
its lost its edge and there is a gap widening between
you and them. You hesitate about choosing freedom,
solitude, over childhood friends. Yet memories of
undermining the success of 12 years a slave because
“its only getting critical acclaim coz its about a black
slave” tell you that the silence is causing you harm. You
think about how to explain the pain they’ve laid on
you - but life is short, and there is not time enough,
and you need to let go and they need to learn that they
need to learn on their own.
Why haven’t you seen people lately she asks, just after
another friend convinces you that Russia isn’t that
racist even though you know a man got sliced in half
for asking not to be called a nigger, I didn’t want to. You
don’t want to, You can’t say “I don’t want this anymore”
for fear of causing pain, confusion or offence. Oh I
was seeing my girlfriend a lot you say knowing that
you won’t be making any more trips to Putney’s White
Horse anymore.

Remi Graves

Please, draw out the salt in me
bring it to the surface, let it be lit
so I might recognise its shape
and that of others too/see the others too:
the turmeric, the pepper, the iron and the copper.
Mine this body earth for tales of the first and last.
To tell how a breath, a hurricane, a blink, an eclipse are kin.
Draw out the salt in me
so I might see the oceans in my chest,
the trees in my veins,
the grass in my hair
sky in my eyes.
Yes i beg every second to remind me of myself.
I feel I am forgetting with each step towards to the light.

Remi Graves

Karina Soni

After the last year’s #FeesMustFall movement brought
campuses all over the country to a standstill, President
Jacob Zuma agreed to a zero percent increase at the
Union Buildings. But in 2016 the students are back at
it again saying #FeesMustFallReloaded. Outside Wits
this week, students and family members waited in vain
for registration to start. But by Tuesday, people were
told it would be postponed again until the strike could
be contained. Meanwhile, these are some of the people
whose lives lie in limbo as they wait.
Sifiso Mashiloane (30) used to be a student at Wits.
Ironically, He had to drop out when the financial
pressures of tertiary education became too difficult
for his single father. “I registered at Wits in 2011 for a
degree in education and I got a first-year bursary,” he
says. “But in 2012, I couldn’t get another bursary and
had to drop out in June. If I had stayed until the end
of the year I wouldn’t have gotten my results without
paying the entire outstanding amount. Before I left I
was staying on campus so I owed the university around
R35 000. Since then, my debt has grown with interest
and is currently at just over R50 000.”
Sifiso says he was back at Wits again to register for an
education degree, but this time it’s on behalf of his little
sister. He says he had to leave home at 5:30am to make
sure he arrived in time to beat the queue. “It’s been
hard to find work without a degree and at my age, just
having a matric certificate doesn’t work. It’s like having
nothing.” After dropping out, Sifiso was hawking
sweets on trains to make money to help support his
family. “But if I had the chance I would have stayed
until I completed my degree. It pains me even now
because it was something I really wanted to do.”
Sifiso says he was later able to get a diploma in
advertising through help from his father. He has a job
now. But with three siblings, including the little sister
he was applying for at Wits, he says he knows they will
not be able to put them all through varsity. “I think
the protest is for a good cause. Communities struggle
because their financial backgrounds hinder them. Free
education will not only build the students personally
but it will change entire communities.”

[darkness aint a complex]

[objections to pledging allegiance]
Zaina Alsous

Zaina Alsous
[darkness aint a complex]
edema: an excess of watery fluid collecting in the
cavities or tissues of the body
such as the lungs
a strange fixation of the human condition
not all of us are born with the same breathing room
this is not about drowning
this is about living when you have come back up to
the surface
after swallowing the sea
after force fed theory that there is life where there is
oxygen
this is about heirlooms that involve a luggage of shipwrecks
appendages that wade you through salt
this is about every inhale and exhale as science experiment
to document the pulmonary capacity of shadows
embedded within the mechanics of breathe
organs recoil and collapse in the absence of air
therein lies the body’s fundamental desire: to fly

mama’s hijab wasn’t given to God; she
layered scarf over soft hair
worn alongside polite smiles to strangers
to convince her children they were living
we woke up dead you see; ghosts
fermenting in their towers
spinning straw into gold
a pageant [between] the harem and the gun
did we choose death slow or sudden; what
did you give up phantom patriot
your own dark sisters?
your own tongue?
what flag did you swallow
SHAME:PRIDE :: INDUCED:FEVER
angry men with something to lose; terrified
pilgrims mark territory never discussing
distinctions between honor and theft
manhood is the saddest veil
i don’t want to exist here; she
says to Gabriel and wise spiders
chewing on rose petals
at the edge of the world
on the cliff i see clearly; awake
sequence observing the burning below
envying ashes that blow in the wind
only believing in what comes after fire

NOL★NDM★N

NOL★NDM★N

Reek bell is a queer mixed media artist based in
Oakland, from south jersey. Her work reflects
experiences within identity, resistance, friendship, and
exhaustion. A poet since third grade she embraces
melancholy, values intimacy, magic, and militancy.

Schawrz in Deutschland

BLACK FEMMES HOME ON A SUNDAY

Reek Bell

Reek Bell

__________________ fields of green.
Do nothing for these days.
Grittin’ teeth within a symphony of
“Bitch, bitch, bitch”
I smoked three cigarettes and filed my nails into laments on foreign trees... that were
annoyed but said
“go ahead baby, I get it”
pinched my thighs between each glass of wine
dozing in and out of the conversation with an occasional
			
“yeah,
lets do that”
Cigarette machines like comrades hustling the corners and I keep saying
“ well i havn’t bought a pack in a while”
The café waiter can tell I’m uncomfortable
On every train, restaurant, hotel.
“Hoffman ist deine familie?”
“
Ja,..”
Crossing the atlantic back to a more familiar misery
a drunk old white man starts a fight with my father.
This will be enough.
Danke, oma. Nicht verstanden

“it hurts to be”
she speaks quickly over dishwater.
all the plastic in the room seeps into the wounds.
You piled salt in the center of the hole , between each sentence she spoke.
She’s screaming now
			
you pour water that fizzles puss ,and seeps regret all over you.
She’s still screaming
“I don’t want to die in this house”
you wrap the gaping hole with a paper towel ,
that she told you not to buy ,
“though dying may feel like resting, finally”
as you fought in Dollar tree.
“this performance has turned me to vapor”
you wonder what it’d be like to do the brawny test with blood.
“I don’t look at children and feel hopeful ”
you think about how beautiful
the overcast humidity rests above her lips.
“I want my epitaph to be written by a 25 year old sadist”
all you want to do ….is fuck her while you bleed.
“do you think if I burn il turn into stardust?”
your glass is empty
and your body is starting to hurt from the poorly made chair.
“your hollow”
								
“Im tired”
“let me do your eyebrows”
“okay”
				I love you.

Cunning

Kim Windvogel

Look up, my love
There where you are feasting from the table I set for you, waxed and with no setting out of place.
Pleasing me, pleasing you,
Look up, my love
soon I will be in heaven
Climaxing
Look up, my love
I need only look into your eyes to reach my destination where stars will wrap my vision and
cloud my clammy thighs

Empowered
Kim Windvogel

I may be ratchet;
smoke a joint like I know how to blow
like nudity
Touch myself, spread my legs and give orders for down below
I may walk like I carry Mother Earth in my pelvis
Africa in my loins
Cape Town Pride in my sway
Womanly strength at the soles of my feet
My words may even turn you on
My body a dish you wish to feast on
My mouth a luscious cocktail of truth
My existence becomes your weakness yet you fail to see that the beauty perceived was not discovered
by you
or
for you.
The beauty you perceive is mine,
the sex-appeal, mine
the body, mine
the mouth, mine
the tits, mine
the ass, mine
the legs, mine
And only I can decide who to let in.
Do not confuse its appeal with ownership or for the right to freely violate.
I may play with toys
but I am not one.

photo by Fana Richters

manifesto vibes
Manuel Arturo Abreu

Excess everything
Intensify everything
An end to all mediation by the codes of visuality
Or the opposite
Who are you saving the image for
Auspices of hypo-perception
You say my destiny protects me by destroying me
Chain letter sent from my ancestors says otherwise
Struggle to begin again, again
Finn… never mind
the over-saturation everywhere
augmented codes and doom pigs
An art of symbolic exchange
Precarity divorced from austerity
Precarity married to abundance
Storming broken interfaces
Searching out strophes of e-fatigue
Occupying digital slash marks
An electronic wound that refuses to heal
Bundle of nerves sharks chew in deep ocean
For a culture dying from lack of symbolic renewal

